Disclosed is a method for unlocking an electronic equipment, and the method includes: the electronic equipment detects periodically whether there is an unlocking key in its surrounding environment, and when there is an unlocking key in the surrounding environment, transmits an unlocking request to the unlocking key; the unlocking key receives the unlocking request, determines in accordance with the unlocking request whether the electronic equipment matches the unlocking key, and when it is determined that the electronic equipment matches the unlocking key, transmits an unlocking signal to the electronic equipment so as to unlock the electronic equipment. Further disclosed are a device for unlocking an electronic equipment and an unlock-
ing key for unlocking an electronic equipment. By means of
the present disclosure, the unlocking key is enabled to
automatically unlock an electronic equipment when it is
disposed near the electronic equipment.
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S100

An electronic equipment detects periodically whether there is an unlocking key in its surrounding environment, and when there is an unlocking key in the surrounding environment, transmits an unlocking request to the unlocking key

S200

The unlocking key receives the unlocking request from the electronic equipment, and determines in accordance with the unlocking key whether the electronic equipment matches the unlocking key, if they match, transmits an unlocking signal to the electronic device so as to unlock the electronic device
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A detection module of a controller detects whether an electronic equipment is in a locked state.
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Yes

A wireless signal transmission module of the controller outputs a wireless signal to its surrounding environment.
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No

An acquisition unit of the unlocking key receives the wireless signal and acquires information carried in the received wireless signal.
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Yes

A first determination unit of the unlocking key determines whether the information is consistent with preset information.
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No

The first determination unit outputs an acknowledgement signal.
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Yes

A determination module of the controller determines whether the acknowledgement signal is received within a preset period of time.
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No

The determination module determines that there isn't the unlocking key in the surrounding environment.
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Yes

The second determination unit outputs an unlocking signal.
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S24

An execution module of the controller receives the unlocking signal and unlocks the electronic equipment.
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METHOD AND DEVICE FOR UNLOCKING ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT AND UNLOCKING KEY THEREOF

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present disclosure relates to techniques for unlocking an electronic equipment, and in particular to a method and device for unlocking an electronic equipment and an unlocking key thereof.

BACKGROUND

At present, among electronic equipments such as Personal Digital Assisting (PDAs), palm computers, smart phones and the like, most of them have a function of locking itself so as to protect user's privacy and data and prevent user's mis-operations. Furthermore, with the development of touch screen techniques, most of electronic equipments are equipped with a touch screen, and operations performed on a touch screen is regarded as a primary way for an electronic equipment to interact with a user. For above electronic equipments equipped with a touch screen, input characteristics of the touch screen can be used to unlock their locked states. For example, for a mobile phone having a touch screen, a virtual key can be used to unlock its locked state. Generally, after an unlocking button is pressed, an unlocking image will be displayed on an unlocking interface, and a user can unlock an electronic equipment only if he/she moves the unlocking image according to a predefined path or moves the unlocking image to a target position. However, when using such an unlocking method, a user needs to painstakingly keep in heart an unlocking password or unlocking graph, and once the user forgets the graph or password, the electronic equipment needs to be reset, which makes too much trouble and inconvenience. Moreover, when using such an unlocking method, the user needs to perform a corresponding unlocking operation on the touch screen when unlocking the electronic equipment, thus further lowering the convenience of using the electronic equipment.

SUMMARY

The present disclosure provides a method and device for unlocking an electronic equipment and an unlocking key thereof so as to improve the convenience in using an electronic equipment.

An embodiment of the present disclosure provides a method for unlocking an electronic equipment, and the method includes: the electronic equipment detects periodically whether there is an unlocking key in its surrounding environment, and when there is an unlocking key in the surrounding environment, transmits an unlocking request to the unlocking key; the unlocking key receives the unlocking request, determines in accordance with the unlocking request whether the electronic equipment matches the unlocking key, and when it is determined that the electronic equipment matches the unlocking key, transmits an unlocking signal to the electronic equipment so as to unlock the electronic equipment.

Preferably, the step of detecting periodically, by the electronic equipment, whether there is an unlocking key in its surrounding environment may include:

- the electronic equipment outputs a wireless signal;
- the unlocking key receives the wireless signal and acquires information carried in the wireless signal;
- the unlocking key determines whether the information carried in the wireless signal is consistent with preset information, and when it is determined that the information carried in the wireless signal is consistent with the preset information, outputs an acknowledgement signal to the electronic equipment;
- the electronic equipment determines whether the acknowledgement signal is received within a preset period of time, determines that there is an unlocking key in the surrounding environment when it is determined that the acknowledgement signal is received within the preset period of time, and determines that there isn't an unlocking key in the surrounding environment when it is determined that the acknowledgement signal is not received within the preset period of time.

Preferably, the step of transmitting an unlocking request to the unlocking key may include:

- an identification code of the electronic equipment is acquired, the identification code is encrypted, and the encrypted identification code is output to the unlocking key.

Preferably, the receiving by the unlocking key the unlocking request and determining in accordance with the unlocking request whether the electronic equipment matches the unlocking key may include:

- the unlocking key receives the encrypted identification code, decrypts the encrypted identification code, and acquires the identification code of the electronic equipment;
- it is determined whether the identification code of the electronic equipment is consistent with a preset identification code, it is determined that the electronic equipment matches the unlocking key when it is determined that the identification code of the electronic equipment is consistent with the preset identification code, and it is determined that the electronic equipment doesn't match the unlocking key when it is determined that the identification code of the electronic equipment is inconsistent with the preset identification code.

An embodiment of the present disclosure further provides a device for unlocking an electronic equipment, and the unlocking key includes a controller arranged in the electronic equipment and an unlocking key that is independent from the electronic equipment, wherein

- the controller is configured to detect periodically whether there is an unlocking key in its surrounding environment, and when there is an unlocking key in the surrounding environment, transmit an unlocking request to the unlocking key; and unlock the electronic equipment after receiving an unlocking signal from the unlocking key;
- the unlocking key is configured to receive the unlocking request, determine in accordance with the unlocking request whether the electronic equipment matches the unlocking key, and when it is determined that the electronic equipment matches the unlocking key, transmit the unlocking signal to the controller.

Preferably, the controller may include a wireless signal transmission module and a determination module, and the unlocking key may include a first processing module;

- the wireless signal transmission module may be configured to output a wireless signal, and continue to output the wireless signal to its surrounding environment after receiving a searching failure signal output by the determination module;
- the first processing module may be configured to receive the wireless signal, acquire information carried in the wireless signal, determine whether the information carried in the wireless signal is consistent with preset information, and when it is determined that the information carried in the
wireless signal is consistent with preset information, output an acknowledgement signal to the determination module;
the determination module may be configured to receive the acknowledgement signal and determine whether the acknowledgement signal is received within a preset period of time. When it is determined that the acknowledgement signal is received within the preset period of time, determine that there is an unlocking key in the surrounding environment and output a determination signal, and when it is determined that the acknowledgement signal is not received within the preset period of time, determine that there isn’t an unlocking key in the surrounding environment and output the searching failure signal to the wireless signal transmission module.

Preferably, the controller may further include an acquisition module and an encryption module;
the acquisition module may be configured to receive the determination signal and acquire an identification code of the electronic equipment;
the encryption module may be configured to encrypt the identification code of the electronic equipment and output the encrypted identification code.
Preferably, the controller may further include an execution module and the unlocking key may further include a second processing module;
the second processing module may be configured to decrypt the encrypted identification code, acquire the identification code of the electronic equipment and determine whether the identification code of the electronic equipment is consistent with a preset identification code, when it is determined that the identification code of the electronic equipment is consistent with the preset identification code, determine that the electronic equipment matches the unlocking key where the second processing module itself is located and output an unlocking signal to the execution module, when it is determined that the identification code of the electronic equipment is inconsistent with the preset identification code, determine that the electronic equipment doesn’t match the unlocking key where the second processing module itself is located;
the execution module may be configured to unlock the electronic equipment after receiving the unlocking signal.

An embodiment of the present disclosure further provides an unlocking key for unlocking an electronic equipment, and the unlocking key is configured to receive an unlocking request transmitted by the electronic equipment, determine in accordance with the unlocking request whether the electronic equipment matches the unlocking key, and when it is determined that the electronic equipment matches the unlocking key, transmit an unlocking signal to the electronic equipment so as to unlock the electronic equipment.

Preferably, the unlocking request may be an identification code of the electronic equipment, and the unlocking key may include a first processing module and a second processing module;
the first processing module may be configured to receive a wireless signal output by the electronic equipment, acquire information carried in the wireless signal and determine whether the information carried in the wireless signal is consistent with preset information, and when it is determined that the information carried in the wireless signal is consistent with preset information, output an acknowledgement signal to the electronic equipment;
the second processing module may be configured to receive and decrypt the encrypted identification code of the electronic equipment, which is transmitted by the electronic equipment, determine whether the identification code of the electronic equipment is consistent with a preset identification code, and when it is determined that the identification code of the electronic equipment is consistent with a preset identification code, determine that the electronic equipment matches the unlocking key where the second processing module itself is located and output the unlocking signal.

By means of the method and device for unlocking an electronic equipment and an unlocking key thereof provided by embodiments of the present disclosure, through the controller arranged in the electronic equipment and the unlocking key that is independent from the electronic equipment, it is possible that when a user carrying an unlocking key approaches an electronic equipment, the controller can detect the presence of the unlocking key and then transmit to the unlocking key an identification code of the electronic equipment, the unlocking key can thus transmit automatically, when it matches the electronic equipment, an unlocking signal to the electronic equipment so as to unlock the electronic equipment, thus the user can unlock the electronic equipment without any manual operations, thereby facilitating convenience of using the electronic equipment.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram of an unlocking device according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;
FIG. 2 is a flow chart of an unlocking method according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; and
FIG. 3 is a flow chart of a specific application example of an unlocking method according to the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In order to make objectives, technical solutions and advantages of the present disclosure more clear, the present disclosure will be further elaborated below in combination with the accompanying drawings and embodiments. It should be understood that the specific embodiments are only used to interpret the present disclosure instead of limiting the present disclosure.

Referring to FIG. 1, it is a schematic block diagram of an unlocking device according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. In an embodiment, the unlocking device can be used to unlock an electronic equipment, such as a mobile phone, a music player, a PDA or a tablet computer and the like so that a user can operate the electronic device after it is unlocked, for example, using the electronic equipment to perform operations such as dialing-up or playing music after it is unlocked. In the embodiment, the unlocking device includes a controller 100 and an unlocking key 200. The controller 100 is arranged in an electronic equipment and is configured to, when the electronic equipment is in a locked state, detect periodically whether there is the unlocking key 200 in its surrounding environment, and when there is the unlocking key 200 in the surrounding environment, transmit an unlocking request to the unlocking key 200, and perform subsequent operations according to feedbacks from the unlocking key 200. The unlocking key 200 is independent from and connected wirelessly to the electronic equipment, and is configured to receive the unlocking request from the controller 100 and determine in accordance with the unlocking request whether the electronic equipment matches the unlocking key 200, and if the electronic equipment matches the unlocking key 200, transmit an unlocking signal to the controller 100 so as to unlock the electronic equipment.
The controller 100 includes a detection module 110, a wireless signal transmission module 120, a determination module 140, an acquisition module 150, an encryption module 160 and an execution module 170. The detection module 110 is configured to detect the state of the electronic equipment, and output a detection signal when the electronic equipment is in a locked state. The wireless signal transmission module 120 is connected to the detection module 110, and is configured to receive the detection signal and output a wireless signal. In the embodiment, the wireless signal can be a Bluetooth signal, and the signal is configured to carry in it information of an unlocking key that matches the electronic equipment, such as graphic identifier information and the like. Roles and functions of the determination module 130, the acquisition module 140, the encryption module 150 and the execution module 170 will be described in detail in subsequent descriptions.

The unlocking key 200 includes a first processing module 210 and a second processing module 230. The first processing module 210 is connected wirelessly to the wireless signal transmission module 120, and is configured to receive the wireless signal transmitted by the wireless signal transmission module 120, determine whether information carried in the wireless signal is consistent with preset information, and when the information carried in the wireless signal is consistent with the preset information, transmit an acknowledgement signal to the controller. Specifically, the first processing module 210 includes an acquisition unit 211 and a first determination unit 213. Here, the acquisition unit 211 is configured to acquire wireless signals in its surrounding environment, and is configured to, particularly when it is close to the electronic equipment, acquire the wireless signal from the wireless signal transmission module 120, acquire information carried in the wireless signal and output acquired information. The first determination unit 213 is connected to the acquisition unit 211, and is configured to receive the acquired information output by the acquisition unit 211, and determine whether the information is consistent with the preset information. In the embodiment, the preset information can be graphic identifier information corresponding to the unlocking key 200 that is stored in the unlocking key 200. For example, when graphic information is carried in the wireless signal, after acquiring the graphic information carried in the wireless signal, the acquisition unit 211 outputs the graphic information to the first determination unit 213, then the first determination unit 213 determines whether the graphic information is consistent with graphical identifier information pre-stored in the unlocking key 200, if the graphic information is consistent with graphical identifier information pre-stored in the unlocking key 200, transmits the acknowledgement signal, otherwise outputs an error signal to the acquisition unit 211, and after receiving the error signal, the acquisition unit 211 continues to detect and acquire a wireless signal in the surrounding environment. It can be appreciated that, in the embodiment, information for positioning or uniquely identifying the unlocking key 200 can be carried in the acknowledgement signal output by the first determination unit 213. The role and function of the second processing module 230 will be described in detail in subsequent descriptions.

The determination module 140 of the controller 100 is connected wirelessly to the first determination unit 213, and is configured to detect and receive in real time the acknowledgement signal from the first determination unit 213, and determine whether the acknowledgement signal is received within a preset period of time, if Yes, output a determination signal to the acquisition module 150, otherwise, output a searching failure signal to the wireless signal transmission module 120 so that the wireless signal transmission module 120 continues to output a wireless signal to its surrounding environment. The acquisition module 150 is connected to the determination module 140, and is configured to receive the determination signal output by the determination unit 140 and output a corresponding unlocking request. In the embodiment, the unlocking request is an identification code that can uniquely identify an electronic equipment. After receiving the determination signal from the determination module 140, the acquisition module 150 acquires an identification code corresponding to the electronic equipment and outputs the identification code. The encryption module 160 is connected to the acquisition module 150, and is configured to receive the unlocking request output by the acquisition module 150, that is, in the embodiment, the identification code of the electronic equipment, encrypt the identification code using an encryption method and output the encrypted identification code. In the embodiment, the encryption module 160 may encrypt the identification code using an existing encryption method.

The second processing module 230 of the unlocking key 200 is connected wirelessly to the encryption module 160 of the controller 100, and is configured to receive the unlocking request from the controller 100 and determine in accordance with the unlocking request whether the electronic equipment matches the unlocking key 200, and if Yes, transmit an unlocking signal to the controller 100 so as to unlock the electronic equipment. In the embodiment, the second processing module 230 includes a decryption unit 231 and a second determination unit 233. The decryption unit 231 is connected wirelessly to the encryption module 160 of the controller 100, and is configured to receive the encrypted unlocking request output by the encryption module 160, that is, the embodiment, the encrypted identification code of the electronic equipment, and perform a decryption operation on the encrypted identification code. The second determination unit 233 is connected to the decryption unit 231, and is configured to acquire a decrypted identification code, and determine whether the identification code is consistent with the preset identification code, if the identification code is consistent with the preset identification code, determine that the unlocking key 200 matches the electronic equipment and output the unlocking signal to the execution module 170 of the controller 100 so that the execution module 170 can be controlled to unlock the electronic equipment; if the identification code is inconsistent with the preset identification code, transmit a control signal to the wireless signal transmission module 120 of the controller 100 so that the wireless signal transmission module 120 continues to output a wireless signal to its surrounding environment. In the embodiment, the preset identification code can be an identification code for uniquely identifying the unlocking key that was stored in the unlocking key 200, and the preset identification code is typically a character sequence and is consistent with an identification code of an electronic equipment that matches the unlocking key 200.

By means of the unlocking device provided by embodiments of the present disclosure, through the controller 100 arranged in the electronic equipment and the unlocking key 200 that is independent from the electronic equipment, it is possible that when a user carrying an unlocking key 200 approaches an electronic equipment, the electronic equipment can detect the presence of the unlocking key 200 and then transmit to the unlocking key 200 an identification code of the electronic equipment, the unlocking key 200 can thus transmit automatically, when it matches the electronic
equipment, an unlocking signal to the electronic equipment so as to unlock the electronic equipment, thus the user can unlock the electronic equipment without any manual operations, thereby facilitating convenience of using the electronic equipment.

An embodiment of the present disclosure further provides an unlocking method for unlocking an electronic equipment by using the above unlocking device so that a user can unlock the electronic equipment without performing manual operations, thereby facilitating convenience of using the electronic equipment. Referring to FIG. 2, it is a flow chart of an unlocking method according to an embodiment of the present disclosure, and the unlocking method includes the following steps:

Step S100, an electronic equipment detects periodically whether there is an unlocking key in its surrounding environment, and when there is an unlocking key in the surrounding environment, transmits an unlocking request to the unlocking key.

Here, after the electronic equipment is in a locked state, the electronic equipment starts to detect periodically whether there is an unlocking key in its surrounding environment. In the embodiment, the unlocking key can be an unlocking member corresponding to the electronic equipment, and the unlocking member can have a shape of a physical key or can exhibit a card-like shape, and on the unlocking member there is provided a wireless signal transmission module for wireless signal delivery and interaction between the unlocking key and the electronic equipment; the surrounding environment of the electronic equipment is a spatial distance range within which wireless signals transmitted by the electronic equipment can be received.

Step S200, the unlocking key receives the unlocking request from the electronic equipment, and determines in accordance with the unlocking key whether the electronic equipment matches the unlocking key, if the electronic equipment matches the unlocking key, transmits an unlocking signal to the electronic device so as to unlock the electronic device.

The unlocking method according to an embodiment of the present disclosure will be further described in detail below through a specific application embodiment, in which when a user carrying an unlocking key corresponding to an electronic equipment approaches the electronic equipment, the unlocking key can automatically unlock the electronic equipment. As shown in FIG. 3, the unlocking method includes the following steps:

Step S11, a detection module of a controller detects whether an electronic equipment is in a locked state, if Yes, proceed to step S12, otherwise return to step S11.

Here, the detection module in the embodiment can detect periodically the state of the electronic equipment, for example detecting whether the electronic equipment is in an operation state or a locked state. When detecting that the electronic equipment is in the locked state, the detection module outputs a detection signal.

Step S12, a wireless signal transmission module of the controller outputs a wireless signal to its surrounding environment.

In the embodiment, the wireless signal can be a Bluetooth signal or an infrared signal and the wireless signal carries therein identifier information of an unlocking key that matches the electronic equipment, such as graphic identifier information and the like, and the surrounding environment refers to a spatial distance range within which the Bluetooth signal or the infrared signal can be detected and received.

Step S13, an acquisition unit of a first processing module of the unlocking key receives the wireless signal from the controller and acquires information carried in a received wireless signal.

Here, the acquisition unit detects whether there is a wireless signal, particularly a wireless signal from an electronic equipment that matches the unlocking key, in its surrounding environment. When detecting that there is a wireless signal, the acquisition unit acquires the wireless signal and further acquires information carried in the wireless signal.

Step S14, a first determination unit of the first processing module determines whether the information carried in the wireless signal is consistent with preset information, if the information carried in the wireless signal is consistent with the preset information, proceed to step S15, otherwise, return to step S13. In the embodiment, the preset information can be graphic identifier information corresponding to the unlocking key that is pre-stored in the unlocking key. For example, when graphic information is carried in the wireless signal, after acquiring the graphic information in the wireless signal, the acquisition unit outputs the graphic information to the first determination unit, the first determination unit then determines whether the graphic information is consistent with graphic identifier information of the unlocking key that is pre-stored in the unlocking key, if the graphic information is consistent with graphic identifier information of the unlocking key that is pre-stored in the unlocking key, proceed to step S15, otherwise return to step S13.

Step S15, the first determination unit outputs an acknowledgement signal.

In the embodiment, information for positioning or uniquely identifying the unlocking key can be carried in the acknowledgement signal output by the first determination unit.

Step S16, after receiving the acknowledgement signal, a determination module of the controller determines whether the acknowledgement signal is received within a preset period of time, if Yes, proceed to S18, otherwise proceed to step S17.

In the embodiment, the preset period of time can be set according to different application scenarios, for example it can be set to 5 or 10 seconds, when the determination module determines that the acknowledgement signal is not received after 5 or 10 seconds starting from the output of the wireless signal by the wireless signal transmission module, it is determined that there isn’t an unlocking key in the surrounding environment.

Step S17, the determination module determines that there isn’t the unlocking key and returns to step S12.

Step S18, the determination module determines that there is the unlocking key and outputs a determination signal.

When the determination module determines that the determination signal is received within the preset period of time, it outputs the determination signal.

Step S19, an acquisition module of the controller receives the determination signal, acquires accordingly an identification code of the electronic equipment and outputs the acquired identification code.

In the embodiment, the identification code of the electronic equipment is a character sequence that can uniquely identify the electronic equipment.

Step S20, an encryption module of the controller receives the identification code, encrypts the identification code and outputs the encrypted identification code.

After receiving the identification code, the encryption module encrypts the identification code using an encryption
method so that even though the identification code is received by other electronic equipment(s), the security of the electronic equipment will not be affected.

Step S21, a decryption unit of the unlocking key acquires from the controller the encrypted identification code corresponding to the electronic equipment, and decrypts the encrypted identification code so as to acquire the identification code.

The decryption unit is configured to correspond to the encryption module, and in the decryption unit there is provided a decryption method corresponding to the encryption method used by the encryption module, in this way, the decryption unit can decrypt the encrypted identification code after receiving it so as to acquire the identification code of the electronic equipment.

Step S22, a second determination unit of a second processing module of the unlocking key determines whether the identification code is consistent with a preset identification code, if the identification code is consistent with the preset identification code, proceed to step S23, otherwise return to step S11.

In the embodiment, the preset identification code can be an identification code for uniquely identifying the unlocking key that pre-stored in the unlocking key, and the preset identification code is typically a character sequence and is consistent with an identification code of an electronic equipment that matches the unlocking key.

Step S23, the second determination unit outputs an unlocking signal.

Step S24, an execution module of the controller receives the unlocking signal from the second determination unit and unlocks the electronic equipment.

In the method for unlocking an electronic equipment provided by embodiments of the present disclosure, the electronic equipment detects periodically whether there is an unlocking key in its surrounding environment, and when the unlocking key exists, transmits to the unlocking key an identification code of the electronic equipment, the unlocking key can thus acquire the identification code of the electronic equipment, and unlock the electronic equipment when the identification code is consistent with a preset identification code, thus the method provided by embodiments of the present disclosure makes it possible that the unlocking key can automatically unlock the electronic equipment when it approaches the latter, in this way, the user can unlock the electronic equipment without any manual operations, thereby facilitating convenience of using the electronic equipment.

It should be appreciated that what described are merely preferable embodiments of the present disclosure, and are not intended to limit the scope of protection of the present disclosure. All equivalent structures and flow changes made using the specification and accompanying drawings of the present disclosure, or direct or indirect applications of the present disclosure to other related technical fields should be included within the scope of protection of the present disclosure.

The invention claimed is:

1. A method for unlocking an electronic equipment, comprising:
   detecting periodically, by the electronic equipment, whether there is an unlocking key in a surrounding environment, and when there is an unlocking key in the surrounding environment, transmitting an unlocking request to the unlocking key;
   receiving, by the unlocking key, the unlocking request, determining in accordance with the unlocking request whether the electronic equipment matches the unlocking key, and when a determination is made that the electronic equipment matches the unlocking key, transmitting an unlocking signal to the electronic equipment so as to unlock the electronic equipment;
   wherein the step of detecting periodically, by the electronic equipment, whether there is an unlocking key in a surrounding environment comprises:
   outputting, by the electronic equipment, a wireless signal, wherein the wireless signal carries graphic identifier information of an unlocking key that matches the electronic equipment;
   receiving, by the unlocking key, the wireless signal and acquiring the graphic identifier information carried in the wireless signal;
   determining, by the unlocking key, whether the graphic identifier information carried in the wireless signal is consistent with preset information, and when a determination is made that the graphic identifier information carried in the wireless signal is consistent with the preset information, outputting an acknowledgement signal to the electronic equipment, wherein the preset information is graphic identifier information corresponding to the unlocking key pre-stored in the unlocking key;
   determining, by the electronic equipment, whether the acknowledgement signal is received within a preset period of time, determining that there is an unlocking key in the surrounding environment when a determination is made that the acknowledgement signal is received within the preset period of time, and determining that there isn’t an unlocking key in the surrounding environment when a determination is made that the acknowledgement signal is not received within the preset period of time.
2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the step of transmitting an unlocking request to the unlocking key comprises:
   acquiring an identification code of the electronic equipment, encrypting the identification code, and outputting the encrypted identification code to the unlocking key.
3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the receiving by the unlocking key the unlocking request and determining in accordance with the unlocking request whether the electronic equipment matches the unlocking key comprises:
   receiving, by the unlocking key, the encrypted identification code, decrypting the encrypted identification code, and acquiring the identification code of the electronic equipment;
   determining whether the identification code of the electronic equipment is consistent with a preset identification code, determining that the electronic equipment matches the unlocking key when it is determination is made that the identification code of the electronic equipment is consistent with the preset identification code, and determining that the electronic equipment doesn’t match the unlocking key when a determination is made that the identification code of the electronic equipment is inconsistent with the preset identification code.
4. A device for unlocking an electronic equipment, comprising a controller arranged in the electronic equipment and an unlocking key that is independent from the electronic equipment, the unlocking key being an unlocking member corresponding to the electronic equipment with a shape of a physical key or a card-like shape, wherein
the controller is configured to detect periodically whether there is an unlocking key in its surrounding environment, and when there is an unlocking key in the surrounding environment, transmit an unlocking request to the unlocking key, and unlock the electronic equipment after receiving an unlocking signal from the unlocking key; the unlocking key is configured to receive the unlocking request, determine in accordance with the unlocking request whether the electronic equipment matches the unlocking key, and when it is determined that the electronic equipment matches the unlocking key, transmit the unlocking signal to the controller; wherein the controller is configured to output a wireless signal, wherein the wireless signal carries graphic identifier information of an unlocking key that matches the electronic equipment, and continue to output the wireless signal to the surrounding environment after receiving a searching failure signal; wherein the unlocking key comprises a first processing module, and the first processing module is configured to receive the wireless signal, acquire the graphic identifier information carried in the wireless signal, determine whether the graphic identifier information carried in the wireless signal is consistent with preset information, and when a determination is made that the information carried in the wireless signal is consistent with the preset information, output an acknowledgement signal to the controller, wherein the preset information is graphic identifier information corresponding to the unlocking key pre-stored in the unlocking key; and wherein the controller is further configured to receive the acknowledgement signal and determine whether the acknowledgement signal is received within a preset period of time, when a determination is made that the acknowledgement signal is received within the preset period of time, determine that there is an unlocking key in the surrounding environment and output a determination signal, and when a determination is made that the acknowledgement signal is not received within the preset period of time, determine that there isn't an unlocking key in the surrounding environment and output the searching failure signal.

5. The device according to claim 4, wherein the controller is further configured to receive the determination signal and acquire an identification code of the electronic equipment, encrypt the identification code of the electronic equipment and output the encrypted identification code.

6. The device according to claim 5, wherein the unlocking key further comprises a second processing module; the second processing module is configured to decrypt the encrypted identification code, acquire the identification code of the electronic equipment and determine whether the identification code of the electronic equipment is consistent with a preset identification code, when a determination is made that the identification code of the electronic equipment is consistent with the preset identification code, determine that the electronic equipment matches the unlocking key where the second processing module is located and output an unlocking signal to the controller, when a determination is made that the identification code of the electronic equipment is inconsistent with the preset identification code, determine that the electronic equipment doesn't match the unlocking key where the second processing module is located; the controller is further configured to unlock the electronic equipment after receiving the unlocking signal.

7. An unlocking key for unlocking an electronic equipment, the unlocking key being an unlocking member corresponding to the electronic equipment with a shape of a physical key or a card-like shape and configured to receive an unlocking request transmitted by the electronic equipment, determine in accordance with the unlocking request whether the electronic equipment matches the unlocking key, and when a determination is made that the electronic equipment matches the unlocking key, transmit an unlocking signal to the electronic equipment so as to unlock the electronic equipment; wherein the unlocking request is an identification code of the electronic equipment, and the unlocking key comprises a first processing module and a second processing module; the first processing module is configured to receive a wireless signal output by the electronic equipment, wherein the wireless signal carries graphic identifier information of an unlocking key that matches the electronic equipment, acquire the graphic identifier information carried in the wireless signal and determine whether the graphic identifier information carried in the wireless signal is consistent with preset information, and when a determination is made that the information carried in the wireless signal is consistent with the preset information, output an acknowledgement signal to the electronic equipment, wherein the preset information is graphic identifier information corresponding to the unlocking key pre-stored in the unlocking key; the second processing module is configured to receive and decrypt the encrypted identification code of the electronic equipment, which is transmitted by the electronic equipment, determine whether the identification code of the electronic equipment is consistent with a preset identification code, and when a determination is made that the identification code of the electronic equipment is consistent with the preset identification code, determine that the electronic equipment matches the unlocking key where the second processing module is located and output the unlocking signal.